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UNDERSTANDING “TIERED” OR “INVERTED BLOCK” 

SEASONAL ELECTRIC RATES 
 

The Colorado Public Utilities Commission (PUC) has approved a “tiered” or “inverted block” rate 

structure for Xcel Energy. Inverted block rates are seasonal rates in which electricity customers pay 

more for higher usage during peak summer months and less during other non-peak months of the 

year. The new rate structure is designed to more accurately reflect the actual costs of electric usage. 

 

WHY INVERTED BLOCK RATES DURING THE SUMMER? 

 

The highest power consumption in Colorado occurs during the summer months, and requires 

Xcel Energy to have adequate facilities in place to generate enough power during the high usage 

summer period. Summer power costs more because it requires additional generation to meet the 

immediate needs. During the rest of the year, demand for electric generation is lower and 

therefore costs less to produce. 

 

Seasonal inverted block rates are designed to promote efficient use of energy during periods 

when demand for electricity is greatest. The rates will be in effect from June through September. 

Customers pay a lower charge for the first 500 kilowatt-hours (kwh) of electricity per month, and 

a higher rate for usage above that. 

 

HOW WAS THE 500 KWH THRESHOLD SET 

 

The PUC realizes that a certain amount of basic electric service is a necessity. Approximately 60 

percent of summer users will go over the 500 kwh mark in each month. These are the users that 

are being targeted with inverted block rates. The PUC is trying to instill a sense of necessity to 

conserve beyond the basic electric necessities. Inverted block rates are designed to help all 

Colorado customers because new power plants will not be needed as quickly. The PUC’s intent 

is to slow down the ever increasing demand for power. 

 

DO CUSTOMERS PAY MORE BECAUSE OF A TIERED RATE SYSTEM? 

 

The company receives no additional revenue from a seasonal, inverted-block structure. Any 

increases in summer will be offset by lower rates in winter. Customers that use more energy will 

pay more, and customers that use less will realize greater rewards for their efforts to use 

electricity wisely. 
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Electricity rates actually will be lower for a majority of the year. Rates for the October-May 

months will be reduced and cost less than before. Also, the initial 500 kwh during the June-

September months will be at the same lower rate. It is only after a summer user goes over the 

500 kwh mark in a given month that they will begin getting charged for the higher tier prices for 

that usage that exceeds 500 kwh. 

 

According to Xcel Energy, a typical residential customer uses about 727 kwh per month during 

the June-September period and about 678 kwh per month the rest of the year. Under tiered rates, 

residential customers with average usage will pay about 2 percent more in summer and about 5 

percent less during the rest of the year. Customers who are able to reduce their electricity usage 

during the peak months will be able to see larger savings on their bills. 

 

 

WHAT CAN I DO TO LOWER MY BILL? 

 

Start with things you can do easily.  Changing out old incandescent light bulbs for compact 

fluorescents, turning out lights and turning off televisions when not in use are a good start.  Turn 

off computer printers and monitors when they are not needed.  If you have air conditioning, 

consider moving the thermostat up a couple degrees.   

 

By simply reviewing your own habits and finding one or two ways to be a bit more careful about 

your electric use will pay dividends in lower consumption and lower bills.  Central air 

conditioners, electric clothes dryers, electric stoves, electric water heaters and large-screen 

televisions are some of the more common appliances that tend to use a lot of electricity. 

 

If you have central air conditioning, check out Xcel Energy's Savers Switch program that can 

earn you a $40 rebate every October. 

 

For information about bigger steps, such as a household energy audit, high efficiency appliance 

rebates or weatherization incentives, see the websites of the Governor's Energy Office and Xcel 

Energy.  There is a wealth of information on these sites and help available to those looking to 

make improvements in their household energy efficiency. 
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